
OPEN POSITION: MARKETING & EVENTS COORDINATOR   
 
Conservation X Labs (CXL) is dedicated to addressing human-induced drivers of extinction 
through the development of breakthrough technologies. To build our work further, we are 
currently looking for an exceptional and enthusiastic team-player with a passion for conservation 
and technology to join our dynamic company and organization. The “X” in our name stands for 
both “Experimental” and “Exponential” – our mission is to harness exponential 
technologies, open innovation, and entrepreneurship to dramatically improve the efficacy, cost, 
speed, scale, and sustainability of conservation efforts to end human induced extinction. We are 
an optimistic, passionate, forward-looking, entrepreneurial, fun, and mission-oriented 
organization built to radically improve the way we find solutions for conservation’s biggest 
challenges.  
Our diverse partnerships and innovative approaches to conservation require some of the most 
engaging and forward-thinking events in the field. We are a start-up organization and it is a fast-
paced work environment. To learn more about our programs and mission, please visit our 
website: www.conservationxlabs.com 

 
WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR 

We seek applicants who want to disrupt conservation in order to radically improve it. We are 
looking for those who have dared mighty things by trying a path that others have not chosen. We 
are looking for those who have failed, but have learned from failure and risk, and whose faces 
are marred by dust, sweat, and blood. We are looking for those who like to experiment, to make 
things, to hack things, to test things, and to break things (particularly dogmatic approaches to 
conservation). Finally, we are looking for hardworking people who will enthusiastically devote 
their intellectual and creative energy to advance our mission, enjoy working on a team, are 
deeply entrepreneurial and self-motivated, and are nice. 
 

POSITION DESCRIPTION 
The Marketing and Events Coordinator will help our growing organization capture the attention 
and imagination of global innovators through public-facing events, communications, and 
outreach. The ideal applicant will be a self-starter and have keen attention to detail. We seek a 
professional who has the ability to distill our vision into inspirational, engaging, well-executed, 
memorable, and inspiring events, as well as managing public outreach through social media and 
other channels. In addition, we seek applicants who thrive in a fast-paced start-up culture and are 
able to work well both individually and as part of a team. This position will interface with all of 
CXL’s programs, including open innovation competitions (Grand Challenges for Conservation), 
in-house products (Digital Makerspace), prototyping competitions (Con X Tech Prize & Make 
for the Planet), our own engineer labs and spin out companies, our conferences on the future of 
conservation, and community-building events both large and small.  

 



This position is based in Washington, D.C. and may involve occasional travel to conferences and 
meetings.  Salary is competitive, and based on industry standards for this position, work history, 
and qualifications. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

Event Planning & Coordination 

• Translating our programmatic goals and vision into tangible, and memorable events, 
milestones, and activities in a fast-paced, team-oriented environment. 

• Curation of inspirational places and venues for holding events in Washington, DC, and 
around the world. 

• Envisioning, planning, producing, and executing live events as part of CXL programs and 
initiatives. These events range in size and target audience. For example, this position may 
require planning and executing events like our conservation tech fairs, large conferences, 
seminars, panel discussions, workshops, Grand Challenge launch and awards events, 
webinars, receptions, and happy hours.  

• Curation & Coordinating the design adn logistics of events (e.g., invitations, vendors, and 
venues) 

• Promoting events to target audiences, including helping capturing events and their 
narrative. 

• Hiring and managing short-term freelancers & contractors to help execute events 

 

Communications, Social Media, and Marketing 

• Translate complex scientific & technical information into relatable, approachable, and 
inspiring messages to engage a broad audience through social media, written 
communications, op-ed pieces, and other forms of public outreach 

• Developing content & layout of communication materials to be distributed across 
multiple media outlets (e.g., social media, press releases, digital platforms, print, and 
visual media) 

• Ability to craft engaging, unique, and authentic content to encourage engagement in all of 
the organization’s activities 

• Strategic guidance and production of social media, marketing, and public-facing 
communications, including creating & managing a content calendar 

• Hiring and managing short-term freelancers & contractors to help with PR, including 
reviewing and editing their work. 

 

  



QUALIFICATIONS 

• A minimum of a post-secondary degree (Associate, Bachelor, etc.) in communications, 
marketing, business, design, or another relevant discipline if you can explain and 
demonstrate how it is applicable to this position. Although your educational background 
is informative, we are more interested in how your relevant work & life experiences will 
translate into an effective team member in this role.   

• Strong writing & communication skills, and an ability to adjust tone and message for 
many types of audiences. 

• Extreme attention to detail, high level of professionalism, and the responsibility for your 
products. 

• Experience with event management, including coordinating the logistics as well as 
producing and executing a memorable and engaging event. 

• Experience organizing a variety of events and scales from large conferences, workshops, 
panel discussions, seminars, receptions, happy hours, engineering competitions, and 
science & tech fairs. 

• Creativity and a passion for novel ideas, narratives, designs. 

• Diplomacy and the ability to work with senior level officials, scientists, innovators, 
entrepreneurs, and personalities. 

• Keen eye for compelling copy, inspiring messaging, and striking design 

• Experience in website design and using a CMS for front-end updates, including 
familiarity with UX, marketing, and analytics best practices. Experience with 
Squarespace a plus. 

• Proficiency with digital marketing software including social media scheduling tools, 
email marketing software, analytics tools, onboarding tools, and others. Experience with 
Drip.com, Google Analytics, and Buffer a plus. 

o Ability to track and report on success, including creating campaign dashboards, 
managing UTM or other tracking links across campaigns, and creating concise 
reports on progress. 

• Skills in video production and editing, photography & photo editing, or design software 
are a plus. 

• Finally, we seek out people who are team-oriented, ego-free, and “midwestern-level” 
nice.   

 
  



ABOUT CONSERVATION X LABS 
Conservation X Labs applies technology, entrepreneurship, and open innovation to source, 
develop, and scale critical solutions to the underlying drivers of human-induced extinction, 
whether in conservation or other fields. Conservation X Labs takes an approach to conservation 
that is technology- and innovation-focused, market- and scale-driven, and interdisciplinary. We 
believe this approach – one that addresses the direct drivers of extinction rather than its 
symptoms, and one that takes a revolutionary over evolutionary approach – is the future of 
conservation, what we call Conservation 3.0. We source, develop, and scale new solutions 
through open innovation, directed engineering and technology development, product 
acceleration, and building the diverse community of solvers that will transform the 
field. Conservation X Labs operates as both a 501c3 non-profit organization and related a B-
corporation. 

 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Please submit your complete application package to daremightythings@conservationxlabs.org 
with “Marketing and Events Coordinator – [Your Last Name]” in the subject header. 
A complete application includes: 

• Your Resume, highlighting your expertise in marketing, communications, and event 
coordination/management 

• 1-page cover letter detailing why you are passionate about our organization’s mission and 
how you would convince the rest of the world about its importance. 

• Two examples of your past work (e.g. graphic designs, marketing campaigns, document 
design). You may provide a URL to an online portfolio if available.  

• Links to examples of your social media presence (either personal or, preferably, managed 
social media accounts for an organization)  

• Contact information  

 

Applications will be considered on a rolling basis until 5 pm PST, February 1st, 2019.  Please 
note we will start interviewing strong candidates and may fill the position before the deadline.   

Thank you for applying! 

 


